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FOREWORD
This final report for an STS Mission Duration Enhancement Study
(Orbiter Habitability) is submitted by Rockwell International Corporation
through its Space Systems-Group to HASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space "Cente"r~ ~
in response to DRL Number T-1559 Line Item Nos. 3, 4, and 5 of Contract
WAS 9-15903 dated June 15, 1979.
This report^was prepared by A. Dean Carlson, Study Manager of Advanced
Systems oFthe Shuttle Orbiter Division with contributions f™ C. C. Johnson,
Consultant, Ken Henn, Rich Demers, Tom Healy and Frank Chapel.
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INTRODUCTION
When the Space Shuttle becomes operational in the 1980's, it will
provide routine manned operation in low-earth orbits. The initial capability
will be for missions of about seven days' duration. Extending the mission
duration would provide, at the earliest possible~time and for a relatively
low investment cost, a space platform that could support a wide variety of
missions and attract an increasing number of users.
Studies are now underway concerning a power extension package (PEP)
for augmenting the orbiter's electrical power system to support mission
durations in excess of seven days. Mission cost effectiveness can be
significantly improved if mission duration is extended at small weight and
cost increases. '_ Rockwell studies have shown that the cost per day on-orbit
can be sharply reduced, provided the penalties in kit weight, volume, and
cost are not excessive. A primary issue in extending the on-orbit staytime
of the orbiter vehicle is to reduce the use of consumables. Many subsystem
options are available for providing this capability, each having a different
weight, cost, or volume penalty. A major concern in accomplishing extended
duration missions is the effectiveness of the crew in performing their tasks.
The habitability considerations and those improvements which are implemented
will have a significant effect on this new operational capability.
A key issue of this study was the analysis and definition of improve-
ments in habitability which can be recommended for implementation in steps
to supply timely support of mission needs. Each step can provide develop-
ments which can be used in subsequent steps and can reduce costs. A major
-i-
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part of the analysis was to identify improvements and establish approaches
by which the most effective of these can be implemented.
The objective of this study was to investigate means of enhancing the
orbiter's habitability and to provide a suitable environment for longer
duration and/or larger- crew.
Rockwell's Shuttle .Orbiter Division conducted the STS Mission-.Duration _
Enhancement Study (Orbiter Habitability) in compliance with the contract
statement of work. Rockwell conducted the study at its Downey facility under
the direction of M. W. Jack Bell, Director, Advanced Systems (AS). Mr. Carlson
directed"the technical tasks and controlled the resources of the study. He
was assisted in this contract by C. C. Johnson, a consultant who is retired
from NASA/JSC and lives in the Houston area.
The following section presents the technical plan which describes what f
3.
was done on each task of the contract and _how we accomplished each of the ~ I
tasks. A schedule is presented showing the time phasing of each task and \
the major outputs. .|
II. TECHNICAL PLAN
This study was divided into four tasks. In the following paragraphs,
the purpose of the task is presented and the technical approach describes
how the work was done and what the end products were. A schedule is also
presented showing the task start and completion times, schedule interrelation-
ships and key milestones.
TASK 1 - MID-DECK HABITABILITY IMPROVEMENTS
The purpose of this task was to investigate and develop concepts for
-2-
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g the habitabilitv of the orbiter mid-dec* for n,^
 through 4 uU
a two-person crew. This resuUed ,„ reco-*ndations
 that m be fmp,Msnte(j
-Hhout ^ .revisions to ,,e orbiter and can be «o,,1rt- ,„ . reUttye|y
short t« at a lov, cost v.Hho.t Lpactlno the OrbHa, mght Test P,,graB
Schedule.
The habitability improvement concepts developed under this" task'was
evaluated to determine relative benefit produced, weigfit, and schedule '
This evaluation provided the basis for prioritizing concept 1^1^ 7
The major effort of Consultant, C. C. Johnson,
 was: (1) Review of 1
existing design concepts, RlD's and crew station reviews (2, Review of Shuttle
M1Ssion Trainer and crew module improvements with astronauts (3) Definition of
concepts for improvements. This resulted in receptions that can be
Wetted without major revisions to the orbiter and can be accomplished in
a relatively short time at a low cost withouVimpacting the Orbital Flight
Test Program schedule.
TASK 2 - DEFINITION OF HABITABILITY TERMS
The purpose of this task was first to investigate past studies and
investigations,^ use of terms that have been used to deal with volumetric
requirements for crew size versus mission duration.
 We then established
jfpjL.use_as_a_base-l-ine-for-future^ ta-di«^ -^i^ i?tT:
gations.
The technical approach was to define key tenns s.ch as habitable volume.
-3-
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acceptable performance l i m i t , and minimum tolerance limit and describe the
volume areas between the limits and below the minimum tolerance limit. Graphs
were made to establ.ish a common requirement per man cf volume versus duration
for minimum and acceptable habitable conditions.
TASK 3 - INCREASED DURATION CONCEPTS
The purpose of this task was to investigate and develop concepts for
increasing the habitability and duration for operational flights with four
or more crea members. This resulted in design concepts with estimates of
enhancement to be achieved, the delta stowage vo'iume, the number of sleep
stations, and-increased weight. —— -
The technical approach was to prepare preliminary concepts and descrip-
tions to increase duration, habitability and crew size by two.basic approaches.
The first sas to move the airlock into the payload bay and use the available
space for storage and/or sleep stations. The second was to expand the size —
of the tunnel adapter also for stowage and/or sleep stations, the stowage
volume, weight and crew duration was calculated to determine the estimated
impact to the orbiter.
TASK 4 - MID-DECK GENERAL ARRANGEMENT DRAWING
The purpose of this task was to produce an accurately dimensioned
interior arrangement drawing of the orbiter mid-deck and the known major
elements located there. This drawing wi l l be used as a baseline for assess-
rr-^nt of future changes of habitability improvements. No drawing such as this
existed before.
The approach was to first.pull key existir.^ production drawings and
layouts to determine primary and secondary structure and the major elements.
The final interior arrangement drawing that was produced, is a three-view
-4-
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drawing (J size, 36 inches by roll) to quarter-scale with views and sections.of
unique installations that will show the configuration for Flight 5, OV-102 with
accurate dimensions and all applicable assembly drawings referenced. It contains
primary and secondary structure, mid-deck avionic bays, major stowage areas,
airlock, waste management area, structural hardpoints, and other major elements
that could impact future changes to the mid-deck, and be_.capable of-use for
future studies. Rockwell prepared a fall size reproductible drawing and a
half size reproductible that includes the above, plus galley, bunks, and
stowage lockers.
SCHEDULE- -
The schedule is shown in Figure 1. The study contract was for six months
with go-ahead on June 15, 1979.
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I I I . MKi-DECK HAEITASILITY IMPRC.£;OTS
After considering what could have the maximum effect on habitability
without major changes, ths activity concentrated on improvements in procedures
and hardware that would reduce the interference of daily living ..ho^ es with
mission objectives.
Hab'~tabi 1 ity provisions are often thought of only as contributio•'-. to
crew comfort and convenience, but Skylab experience showed that the effect
of habitability improvement could be measured as on-orbit mar.-hours made
available to Orbiter or Payload opc'ratior.s_. A_great^deal of time is required
by routine, daily l i v i n g .-.ncres such as unstowing equipment .2nd setting up
"shop" after arriving on-orbit, meal preparation and personal hygiene. Scnr
of the ways to reduce the time required by these chores is to continue "walk-
throughs" in the ore-G trainer in the areas of "routine" housekeeping so
that small shortcomings in procedures are discovered anJ rectified before
flight. Assigning house-keeping tasks ahead of time to the crew, and training
until procedures are streamlined, w i l l speed up. these time consuming uuties.
The mid-deck baseline on-orbit arrangement oefore the qalley is
installed is shown in Figure 2.
A great deal of on-orbit time could also be saved by launching as :nar.y
items as possible in their en-orbit use positions. This won id include the
water dispenser, food warmer, sleeping bags, clothing, personal gear, and
trash bags. For example: It took 3-10 r?in-jrt-s to remove the water dis-
penser (GFE) from its stowage locker, install it, and hcok-;;p the hoses, etc.,
on a preliminary walk-through. It has been determined that the existing
water dispenser bracket and mounting is strong enough for launch ana recovery
but the attaching straps need buckles instead of vclcro and the water valves
-7-
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and hoses need positive restraints. Also, the water hose needs,to be longer.
The food warmer installed on the front of a looker when on-orbit. overlaps
several other lockers making access to thorn difficult, without relocating the
food wanner temporarily. The food wanner also overlaps the same space as the
sleeping bags necessitating relocating the food warmer to a different location
to install the sleeping bag. A recommended .food, propa ratio.; -Iayeut~ipre-- ~
galley) is shown in Figure 3.
Relocating the sleeping bags fore and aft of the 11H on the first, four
flights would give more privacy and allow the sleeping bags t.o be launched
and recovered in pos.i tion..instead-ot mounting them on the stowage lockers and
having to take them down and put them up everyday.
The existing baseline sleep station for early flights is shown in
Figure 4 and the recommended arrangement is shown in Figure 5. Note the use
of "soft" fabric lockers for personal gear, and the. lack of sleeping bags.
The temperature of the crow cabin w i l l allow thorn to sleep in their clothes
for thermal comfort, if they desire. The recommended sleep restraints are
shown in F igure 6. '
Figure 7 shows an alternate sleeping station arraiuioment for slcvpimj
up to four on post-PFl flights. This arrangement has an acoustic and light:
shield, sleep restraints and soft lockers fur personal gear, l i g h t s and
ventilation ducts. This concept of "half sleep stations" would allow
unimpeded access to floor storage, which is very d i f f i c u l t , now with the
horizontal baseline sleep station. An alternative concept showing throe
vertical sleep stations was also produced, but is not shown in the enclosed
figures.
Figure S shows the window shade stowage and seat stowage for four stMts
for the vertical sleeping arrangements. This seat stowage would provide an
-0-
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alternate stowage location after the Text and Graphics and the GPS is ||
installed in stowage Volume "C". Relocating the window shades and filters
to a location nearer the flight deck (outboard portion of the R. H. inter-
deck hatch) would do two things. First, it would make them much more
accessible from the flight deck and, second, it would free-up space_that
could be used for stowage or for other, purposes.
The vacuum shoe is shown in Figure 9 in its three configurations. The
shoe has gotten increasingly complicated and the need to return to the initial
design concept, with its reduced mass and bulk on the feet in zero-G, should
be considered. Storage space and weight will be greatly saved by the smaller
lighter shoe.
The existing adjustable platform design for smaller crew members that
will be used on the flight deck takes up valuable stowage space and is quite
bulky. A new design, preferably built-in, that couT'd be launched in position
flush with the flight deck, would be a better solution. i
Some of the miscellaneous observations that have been collected during |
the contract are as follows: Some items not intended as restraints or j
handholds will be so used and probably damaged. There does not seem to be \
any provisions for temporary storage of personal gear. It seems doubtful 1
that many items can be restowed once unpacked from the stowage lockers , ',
i
because they are packed-in so tight. The menu also seems to emphasize a j
i
great amount of items of rehydratable food,where more "ready-to-eat" foods
might save time.
The use of a large patch of velcro on the crew's suit would also be a
great aid being able to temporarily stow items. This could be sewn to one of
-16-
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the pockets on the pant leg or in anyplace it would work best for the \
astronaut. 3
H
As a result of his analyses during the study, C. C. Johnson defined I
^
several recommendations that pertain to this task. \
A group needs to be set up to acquire and analyze flight experience ^
-f
data on a continuing basis. Equipment and crew performance would be compiled
similar to the method used on the Skylab program, otherwise the ability to
incorporate experience of previous flights to future flights would be
seriously hampered and timely incorporation of improvements would not occur.
This group would develop a "habitability handbook" to use_as a .data-base-for
nabitability technology. Another thing to be considered is to have the
capability to correct hardware deficiencies at KSC (and possibly Vandenburg)
that will allow for habitability changes to be made without a lot of paper-
work and long-lead time approvals. The present system is time consuming and
expensive and would not allow for discovered deficiencies~"to be rectified
before the next flight.
The training and weight procedures that pertain to habitability and
daily living chores need to be periodically revised and updated to reflect
lessons learned in previous flights.
A study outside the mainstream design effort should also be done period-
ically, to recommend improvements for habitability of all the crew quarters
in the orbiter.
-18-
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IV. DEFINITION OF HABITABILITY TERMS
Investigation into the major studies of habitability has revealed that
most original studies on habitable volume required/person were done in the
1960's. Most of the valid studies were performed by a small number of
investigators and subsequent studies merely elaborated or used the data
from the original studies. Another factor is that other studies that deal
with long-term confinement or crew environment do not address volumetric
requirements of the crew in their investigation. The documents reviewed
are listed in Tables 3 and 4 .
In previous studies of the habitability of space vehicles and space
stations for long duration flight, each researcher used his own terms in
describing volume and all its variations. They all used ft /person as the
required measure of volume, but terms used for volume are not "consistent iTbr,
in most cases, are the terms defined by the investigators. Terms such as
minimum acceptance, tolerance and unacceptable have been used by the
investigators to describe the lower level of volume required per person, and
other terms such as free, living, optimal, acceptable, performance, tolerance,
and unacceptable have also been used.
It is also unclear how some of the researchers calculated the volume in
each investigation, and uncertainty exists as to what was in the volume to
which they referred. Some listed the room or- capsule dimensions and the
ft , implying that all major objects in the volume were not subtracted from
the volume, while others seemed to differentiate between work and "living"
space. All of the above discrepancies may account for some of the curves
being different when plotted against the sane volume scale. Considering the
-19-
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different objectives, techniques calculations, and conclusions, of .the
researchers, it is surprising that some of the curves, especially at the
minimum tolerance level, are as close as they are.
Celentano* '' ' was the first one to study in depth the volumetric
requirements for habitability and maintenance of human performance in long
-duration space missions that was reviewed. He based his work mainly on
experimental simulation in mockups of space cabins, and came up with 3
curves which are shown in Figure 10. His 3 curves were defined as optimal,
performance, and tolerance.
Breeze^ used a mathematical model to dete~rmine~ volume requirelrient? ~
based on anthropometric data and suggested volume for various durations that
(4)
resulted in a curve shown on Figure 10. Davenport* used an adaption of
this mathematical approach of Breeze, however, he hypothesized that the
volume requirements per person go up with the size of the crew as..well as _
duration. Davenport is the only one to address the body size percentile of
the astronauts, but used only 90th percentile in his calculations. His
three curves are shown on Figure 10. Frazer^ '' * ' examined more than 60
studies of operational and experimentally induced restrictive confinement
and graded the psychological and physiological impairment and came up with 3
curves shown on Figure 10, which he identified as unacceptable, tolerance,
and acceptable volumes. Curves generated by Price and Jenkins have
*
not been included for reference because it is.not clear how they were derived.
The data from each researcher has been complied without modification and the
curves have been plotted against the same scale on Figure 10 and used the same
way for comparison. Also shown on Figure 10 are points showing Mercury,
Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, and points for nuclear sub and a death row cell for
reference. „ .
-20-
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Usable standard descriptive terms are needed for comparison and i
evaluation for future design of space vehicles -and-crew cabin changes and !
improvements in the Space Shuttle Orbiter. In this task, existing terms and !
I
definitions for volume have been sorted out to arrive at a terminology and j
a descriptive definition for each term for use in future analysis and
evaluations.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The terms that have been selected are as descriptive as possible for
each of the volumes to eliminate confusion. The terms selected and defined
are: habitable volume, acceptable performance limit -and-minimum tolerance
limit.
Habitable Volume -
Sometimes known as "free volume" or "living .volume", "free volume" is
a nebulous term that implies the volume of all unused ^ pace. This"is
insufficiently specific or descriptive for use in a space vehicle design.
Therefore, "habitable volume" has been selected for the required volume since
it best describes the situation in a space vehicle. It means to inhabit or
live. This habitable volume would be the volume used for eating, sleeping,
recreation, food preparation, waste management, personal hygiene, privacy,
and would include private, public, and service areas.
%
Working volume may or may not be habitable; if it is a specific,
dedicated work area such as a control-room, it will not be considered. If
it is a volume that could be utilized part time for other than work (dual use
volume), it should be considered habitable volume. Habitable volume is that
volume remaining after subtracting stowage, subsystem, furnishings and speci-
fic work areas from the pressure volume.
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Habitable volume does not include stowage areas, dedicated work areas,
air lock, subsystem areas, furnishings or areas that cannot be utilized. This
would not include every "nook and cranny" but only those that would allow
maneuvering room for the crew. It is recommended tha: any volume which would
accept a 12 inch diameter sphere as a minimum be included. This is a volume
that at least a part of a body could be inserted into and used (i.e., head,
foot, hand). In applying this definition of habitable volume to.the orbiter-
crew module, Table 1 shows the types of items considered inside and outside
the habitable volume. This would be the pressure volume of the crew module
less the volume of items in Table 1 which will result in the habitable
volume. - "
Acceptable Performance Limit
This is the quantitative level of habitable volume shown on the graphs
(Figures 11 and 12) at which the crew will function effectively and effi-
ciently. At this level the crew can fulfill the performance requirements of
the assigned tasks and have negligible or non-existent perceptual deprivation
effects.
Volume Between Acceptable Performance Limit and Minimum Tolerance Limit
This volume is the area shown on the graphs (Figures 11 and 12) between
minimum tolerance limit and acceptable performance limit. The adequacy of
this volume is dependent on motivation. In this volume the crew can perform
their functions with very little degradation in performance near the top of
the acceptable performance limit, but with decreasing capabilities of crew
performance as the minimum tolerance limit is approached.
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Minimum Tolerance Limit
"This is~ the quantitative level of habitable volume shown on the graphs
(Figures 11 and 12) at which a severe'penalty in crew performance is paid.
This limit is the bottom threshold of acceptance, especially of confinement
on a long-term mission. i
Below Minimum Tolerance Limit - . ..-.
This volume is the area shown on the graphs (Figures 11 and 12) below the
minimum tolerance limit and is defined as not-acceptable except for very
short missions. Trying to function below the minimum tolerance limit would
generally result in physical constraint, physiological debilitation and
psychological/social deterioration for personnel, and they probably cause a
great deal of friction, irritation, and possible claustrophobia.
VOLUME REQUIREMENTS
Figure 11 shows the volumetric requirement curves derived from the'work
of the previous investigators. The acceptable performance limit curve was
averaged from the Frazer "acceptable" curve, the Celentano "performance.1" • • - -
curve and Breeze's curve. Celentano's "optimal" curve was not used since
it appears to be much in excess of acceptable performance requirements.
The minimum tolerance limit curve was averaged from Frazer's "tolerance"
curve, Celentano's "tolerance" curve, and all three of Davenport's curves.
It is felt that these limits provide a reasonable compromise of-all of the
more significant work that has been accomplished in the past. Frazer's
unacceptable curve was not included in the averaging because it was truly
"unacceptable", instead of a minimum.
' In Figure 11 the logarithmic scale was chosen because it is easier to
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read for shorter duration missions (up to sixty days). In Figure 12 the
mission duration scale has been changed from a logarithmic scale to a linear
scale to make the graph easier to read for the longer missions (sixty to two
hundred days). When using the curves, the designer should strive to maintain
habitable volume for the crew in excess of the acceptable performance
limit. Falling into the adequate volume area of the curve will impose some
degradation on the crew's performance.
The habitable volume of the orbiter crew module shown in Figure 13
and Figure 14, was calculated and the volumes are shown in Table 2 and the
volume limits of the flight deck and the mid-deck are shown on Figures 13
and 14 .
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V. INCREASED DURATION CONCEPTS
The objective of this task (Task 3) was to find the most economical way
to increase the duration of the orbiter, as it pertains to habitability.
The main elements to be studied in this task was to find additional stowage
and two additional sleep stations to permit the sleeping of six crew persons
at the same time, instead of in shifts of three presently envisioned. The
baseline sleep stations are three horizontal sleep stations and provisions
for a vertical sleep station.
Figure 15 shows a graph of the stowage volume requirements with a four
person and a six person crew wicn both LiOH and a representative Solid Amine
Water desorbed (SAWD) CO2 removal systems. With approximately 89 ft3 of
stowage volume for consumables and mission duration dependant, it shows that
the stowage lockers are full at appro; .mately 7 days with six crew persons and
that the four person crew,stowage runs out at approximately 15 days. This
indicates that one of the first "stepping stones" to longer duration, is to
provide more stowage. Table 5 shows the breakdown of the stowage volume
requirements for non-duration dependant volume and duration dependant volume.
Mission unique equipment such as cameras, film, experiment equipment or special
tools, need further definition to aliow effective extrapolation for requirements.
Putting additional stowage in the baseline configured mid-deck would
reduce drastically the remaining hat •"table volu.-.-? to gain any significant
volume at all. The easiest way to get a large increase in stowage space is
to move the airlock out of the mid-deck into the payload bay and use the
available space for stowage and/or sleeping stations.
Another way to obtain more volume is to take the baseline tunnel adapter
and increase the length and/or the diameter to allow stowage or sle«p stations.
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AFT MID-DECK (AMD) CONCEPTS
The aft mid-deck (AMD) concepts were tried first and will be identified
by an AMD number on"the enclosed figures.
In the following concepts, the use of this"aft "mid-deck volume does not
exceed the volume of the airlock and it's protrusions when in the mid-deck,
when possible, so as to not cut down on the amount of habitable volume of
the mid-deck when the crew is awake. The forward edge of the interdeck
"access hatches is at Xo 507 and this almost coincides with the forward
surface of the airlock, so this was selected as the forward surface of the
stowage lockers/sleep stations. Because the ceiling is lower than the top
of the airlock, there is space above the ceiling that can be used when-the--
airlock is outside. This is very useful for sleeping vertical with tall (95
percentile) crew person and can be used for additional stowage in some con-
figurations shown. The space available results in a cavity approximately 87
inches high, approximately 66 inches wide, and approximately 64 inches deep
(fore and aft) with a volume of approximately 213 ft . This cavity is shown
in Figure 16.
Special consideration was given to the Xo 576 bulkhead hatch movement
from closed to open. This hatch translates on parallel arms instead of
hinging like a trap door and uses less of the interior volume this way. The
enclosed concepts assume that all of the crew sleeps at the same time (no
shifts) and that the hatch would be closed during sleeping hours. With the
hatch open or in use during sleeping hours, greatly reduces the use of this
volume and would reduce approximately 25 ft of some of the most usable space.
In the figures discussed in the subsequent paragraphs, lockers on the
concepts arc generally shown with a cross hatched area to indicate the
stowage volume available. A 95 percentile (USAF) crew person is shown in most
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views of the sleep stations to indicate the maximum space needed for sleep
stations. With some exceptions, the. dimensions of the sleep stations closely
match the baseline horizontal sleep stations (30 wide x 26 front to back
and at least 77 long). The concepts were first worked out on 1/8 scale views
before reducing them to size in this report. The 1/8 scale views are
enclosed in Appendix A.
Table 6 -shews the AMD comparison of concepts 1 through 5 showing delta
stowage volume, duration with a four and six person crew, weight and other
factors to compare them with each other.
With the exception of Figures 17 and 23, the sleep stations are all
horizontal with the feet and lower legs protruding into the mid-deck area.
This is not necessarily a disadvantage as the use of these sleep stations
indicate that all of the crew is sleeping at the same time and, thus, would
not reduce the usefulness or habitability of the mid-deck. Sleeping the
crew in front of the hatch, makes maximum use of this volume.since it has to
be clear when the crew is awake.and they are going between the C/'M and the
spacelab. This allows the space normally occupied by the hatch (open through
closed) to be used to the maximum.
Figures 17 and 18 (AMD-1) shows two vertical sleep stations with
approximately 88 ft of stowage lockers with some personal stowage opening
up into the sleep station. The retractable barrier would give a little more
privacy when the hatch is closed. This concept has the highest volume of
stowage versus weight of all the concepts in this study. The hatch would
have to remain closed during sleeping to provide room for the crew's feet.
A retractable curtain (or door) could be drawn across the opening to the
hatch to give even more privacy.
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Figure 19 (A.MO-2) shows two permanent horizontal sleep stations located
above the hatch with approximately 47 ft of stowage space with some personal
stowage for the crew. The top lockers face down and the side lockers —
opening inward. Privacy is quite good in this concept but a great deal of
stowage is lost to keep the sleep station permanent.
Figures 20 and 21 (AMD-3) shows two temporary sleep stations facing
•inward"wtth~a" "re'fra'ctlibTe"~ac'coVdian" curtain to give some privacy when
desired. This concept (and Figure 22} gives almost the same stowage capa-
bility (approximately 100 ft^) as an all stowage concept. However, the
sleeping pads would have to be stored to use the lockers fully.
Figure 22 (AMO-4) a1,so shows two sleep stations, but these are fully
retractable with an accordian curtain to give some privacy. This concept
also gives approximately 100 ft of storage space and may prove to be one of
the more useful of all the concepts in regard to the maximum stowage.
_ . • • - • " . I
Figure 23 (AMD-5) shows a variation of AMD-1 with the sleep stations "-J
moved"fo"rward to allow the hatch to remain open while sleeping. Some privacy
and some stowage space is lost compared to AMD-1 but it is still a viable J
3
concept with approximately 78 ft of stowage space.
EXPANDED TUNNEL ADAPTER (ETA) CONCEPTS
The second area of investigation was the use of an expanded tunnel
adapter in the payload bay. The baseline configuration is to keep the |
airlock insJde the C/M for all near-term flights, but to have the capability
to put the airlock the aftside of the Xo 576 bulkhead or on top of the
-2
tunnel adapter. The proposed PEP has to be taken in consideration along with |
f
the existing tunnel and bellows, the airlock on top of the tunnel adapter, ;
I
the MESA, PEP, and the MMU's on each side. The existing baseline tunnel \
\
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adapter weight is approximately 714 Ibs., and is approximately 65 inches in
diameter and 84 inches_long, .with 52 inches.of that being a constant section.
This is shown in Figures 24 and 25 .
The airlock weighs approximately 1,000 Ibs. complete with kit, and is
cantilevered off of the Xo 576 bulkhead both inside and outside the C/M.
When it is on top of the tunnel adapter for the third configuration, it has
two struts going from the-a-i-rlecfc-to- the- Xo-576-bulkhead-to help support the
combined weight of the airlock and the tunnel adapter. The existing combined
configuration of tunnel adapter and airlock weighs approximately 1,750 Ibs.
complete. Preliminary hand analysis by the stress group indicates that
approximately 2,450 Ibs. can be supported by this concept without overloading
the Xo 576 bulkhead. (NOTE: A more complete and thorough computer stress
analysis would need to be run to verify this.) This opens the possibility
of increasing the volume of the tunnel adapter by increasing the diameter
and/or the~length.
Table 7 shows the concept comparison of the various exterior configur-
ations tried, and shows the size, volume and weight of each.
The first variation tried (ETA-1), shown in Figure 26, was to keep the
diameter and length of the tunnel adapter the same but make it of constant
section instead of tapered ends. This allows the possibility of sleeping two
crew persons and/or storage, but the volume increase was not significant for
the weight. The second variation, ETA-2, as shown in Figure 27, still kept
the tapered ends, but increased in diameter to 78 inches. This seems to be
the maximum diameter and length possible without affecting the existing KMU's,
MESA, PEP, airlock position, and payload frame caps. This configuration,
along with several others, would remove 4 inches from the straight section
I
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t
i
of the tunnel bellows to gain extra length for the expanded tunnel adapter to 3
_ . - . - — • - I
allow the full length for sleeping stations. The tapered ends of ETA-2 would 3
*•
only allow stowage so a constant section version was tried. i
ETA-3 is shown in Figure 28 and 29. This configuration seems to offer |
x
M
the most volume versus size and weight and was chosen to design interior f
concepts as shown later. ~ ~ ~ |
*
ETA-4, as shown in Figure 30, is the same as ETA-3 but utilizes a larger \
tunnel bellows. The change did not offer any significant advantage over f
ETA-3. "•:
Hanging the expanded funnel adapter off the Xo 576 bulkhead limits the :
weight that can be carried as interior "payload" without modifications to the
Xo 576 bulkhead to carry more weight. This restriction caused an investigation
of supporting an ETA from the sill longeron in the payload bay and eliminating
the existing~~tunnels, putting bellows at the Xo 576 bulkhead and at the aft end
of the ETA. This is shown in ETA-5 on Figure 31. Appendix B shows the concepts
drawn to 1/8 scale before they were reduced for report form.
As stated previously, ETA-3 offered the greatest possibility for interior
arrangement for stowage and/or sleep stations, so a number of interior concepts
were tried to see what the trade-offs were.
In the interior of the ETA, one of the biggest problems is both of the
hatches and their translations from open to closed limiting the amount of
space used. All of the concepts shown, assume the hatches to the airlock and
tunnel are closed during sleep, and that all the crew sleeps at the same time,
allowing the use of the space of the hatch in the open postion. The central
portion of the ETA also has to be kept clear for the free movement of the
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crew to the airlock and the spacelab. _
The interior arrangements are called out as ETA-3A through ETA-3E as
they are versions of ETA-3. A comparison chart is shown in Table 8, showing
stowage, sleep stations, habitable volume, and weight to allow the reader
to compare the concepts with each other.
- Preliminary weight estimates are that this expanded tunnel adapter
structure (ETA-3) would weigh approximately 1,044 Ibs. with the airlock on
top of the expanded tunnel adapter allowing for a "payioad" of approximately
370 Ibs. inside, and thus would limit the full use of the possible large
stowage capability of the expanded tunnel adapter. Modifications would
probably have to be made to the Xo 576 bulkhead to fully utilize the full
capability of-these concepts. ETA-3A, shown in Figure 32, shows an all
stowage concept with approximately 68 ft of stowage. While this is a
significant volume, the limit of 370 Ibs. of "payioad" would severely limit
the use of all this space with a possible maximum of 30 Ibs. per cubic feet
allowed on stowage lockers. ETA-3B, shewn in Figure 33, shows a similar
stowage volume (61 ft ), but with two sleep stations on the locker fronts.
These would have individual cushions on each locker door, with restraints
to be added when in use as a sleep station. An accordian divider would
provide some privacy for the two sleep stations when in use. ETA-3C, shown
in Figure 34, sacrifices some stowage volume to provide some sleeping volume
for the crew. This again has an accordian divider for privacy. ETA-3D,
shown in Figure 35, has two dedicated sleep stations that do not utilize the
stowage locker fronts and provide more privacy and quiet. The cylinder shape
lends itself to using the outside curvature of the structure for use of
individual sleep stations instead of lockers.
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Figure 36 (ETA-3E) shows a three sleep station concept, but the disadvan-
tage of this concept "is that it reduces the stowage volume significantly. The
reduced stowage volume would be better utilized for the use of personal
stowage for the crew. The hatch opening kinimatics eat up a lot of volume
and prevent a maximum use of the cylinder volume.
CONCEPT. COMPARISONS . - - '
->
Figure 37 shows some interesting comparisons of ftj stowage- versus
delta weight to the orbiter vehicle. This graph shows both AMD and ETA
concepts compared on one chart. ETA-3 and ETA-4 show the most stowage volume,
but at a much greater weight. AMO-1 seems to have the greatest potential on
this comparison and the ETA concepts do not faro as well as any of the AMD
concepts. This is based on a six person crew with SAUD CO*- removal.
Figure 38 shows the ftj stowage versus orbiter duration on a comparison
basis graph for all concep.ts. The baseline stowage/duration is included in
these figures. Again, AMD-3 and AMD-4 shows the greater duration with AMD-1
not far behind. Again, the AMD concepts seem to offer much greater potential
for increased duration with the least weight, cost, and impact to the baseline
orbiter. See Section III for further summary and recommendations.
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VI. MID-DECK GENERAL ARRANGEMENT DRAWING
An interior arrangement drawing of the C/M mid-deck was completed as
Task 4 of this contract. .This drawing (SS79-00242) is drawn to one quarter
scale on a "J" size vellum (36" x 24 zones, 4 sheets) and is shown in reduced
form in Appendix C. The drawing shows the major elements located in the mid-
deck area, by views, section cuts and inner moldlines. A list ef— the major--
assembly drawings will also be included on the face of the drawing along
with an orientation view to show how to calculate from the crew module
numbering reference system to the orbiter numbering reference system (and
vice versaj. The major elements shown on the drawing includes primary and
secondary structure, airlock and hatches, avionic bays, moldlines, interior
closeout panels, lockers, bunk outlines, galley outline and the waste manage-
ment compartment.
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VII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS -
This section will summarize briefly each of the four tasks in order of
Task 1, Task 2, Task 4 and Task 3, and .then give some recommendations for
the Phase II of this study.
TASK 1 . . . . . . - - - - - -
Habitability improvements_for early flights that can be implemented
with minimum impact, were the main concern of this task of the study. A
number of concepts were generated that would save time on-orbit and on
-routine-daily living "chores" and improve the living conditions of the crew.
A number of suggestions and recommendations were given by the mid-term
briefing in written and picture form, and several were implemented by NASA/JSC.
These included launching the water dispenser in the on-orbit position instead
of in a locker. The_sleep pallet concept that could be used in a horizontal
or vertical position is being developed. The suction cup foot restraints
are being reevaluated and several other suggestions are being evaluated at
this time. All of these were minimum impact concepts that could be imple-
mented for early flights.
TASK 2
Past studies and investigations that used volumetric terms and require-
ments for crew size versus mission duration were reviewed and common
definitionsof key habitability terms was-established. Also, a common value
A
of volume versus duration for minimum and acceptable habitable conditions
was generated in graph form. All of these terms and values can be used as
a baseline reference for future studies and investigations.
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TASK 4 - - - -
An accurately dimensioned drawing of the orbiter mid-deck, locating all
of the known major elements was produced. This drawing can be used as a
baseline for assessment of future changes of habitability, improvement and
for Phase II of this study and all future changes to the orbiter mid-deck.
TASK 3
It was established that orbiter duration and crew size can be increased
with minimum modification and impact to the crew module. Preliminary concepts
of the aftjnid-deck (AMD), external versions of expanded tunnel adapters (ETA)
and interior concepts of ETA-3 was produced, and comparison charts showing the
various factors of volume, weight, duration, volume, size, impact to orbiter
and number of sleep stations were generated. The aft mid-deck (AMD) concepts
show the greatest potential for a significant increase in stowage volume for 4|
the least amount of weight and impact (change) to the orbiter. The ETA j
concepts show another alternative way to increase volume beyond the AMD
concepts, if even greater duration is needed, but at a higher penalty in 1j
weight and impact to the vehicle, with not as great an increase in volume
for stowage or sleep stations.
Extending the orbiter duration beyond approximately thirty days will ;Jj
probably require the combining of AMD and ETA concepts as shown in Figure 39. ;|j
The approximate number of days duration with a six person crew and SAKD (solid |!
2
amine water desorbed) CO removal, is shown under the boxes for comparison.
The need or requirement for a long-term duration mission has not been estab-
1.1
lished yet, but this study has shown several ways to dramatically increase f!
the duration of the orbiter without a major impact. I
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The stowage volume requirement is the first "stepping stone" to increased
pduration with the CO removal system the next level. The solid amine ECLSS
replacement appears to be a worthwhile change over the LiOH system presently
used, since the LiOH uses up an increasing amount of stowage as duration and/
or crew size goes up,and further aggravates the stowage problem.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PHASE II
Any dramatic increase "In stowage volume will cause an encroachment in
payload volume, weight and possibly center of gravity. Other impacts to the
vehicle that are affected when duration is increased, such as ECLSS, electri-
cal power, oxygen, nitrogen, water, EVA requirements, etc. should be addressed
in subsequent studies. Also, impacts to the payload, detailed stress analysis,
cost estimates, detailed weight and center of gravity should be investigated
at the appropriate level in future studies to provide additional data for
programmatic evaluation.
As outlined in the previous paragraph, the relationship of extended
orbiter duration with all the crew support subsystems and the "total picture"
impact data, as duration is extended, is not well defined and needs to be
investigated. The interaction with the spacelab and potential concepts (SOC,
power module, etc.), as well as mission requirements for long duration, are
also not well defined.
The promising habitability concepts from this Phase I study needs to be
refined and defined in more detail and new concepts for improved habitability
and increased mission duration/crew size enhancement still needs further
investigation.
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